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Gertrude Stein and Alice Babette Toklas met on September 8,Â 1907, in Paris, and remained

together from that day until Gertrude's death in 1946.Â Â They became a legendary couple,

photographed by Stieglitz, Man Ray & Cecil Beaton, painted by Picasso, and written about in the

works of Hemingway, Paul Bowles and Sylvia Beach. Gertrude and Alice is the highly acclaimed

story of their remarkable life together. From letters, memoirs and theirÂ published writings and with

rich illustrations, Whitbread Award-winner Diana Souhami brings their characters, beliefs,and

achievements vividly to life: *so emphatically and uncompromisingly themselves, that the world

could do nothing less than accept them as they were.* --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Wow, it's been 20 years since Ms. Souhami wrote this book and fortunately it is again in print with

this edition which also includes a new introduction by her. The introduction itself is amazing and

worth buying another copy of the book even if you already have one. (You can give your other copy

to a friend!)This is the best dual-bio of these two ladies (and I've read it both in German and

English.) The book makes both of them very real, moving them beyond the literary/lesbian icons that

they've become in the last 60+ years. Read this in conjunction with James Mellow's CHARMED

CIRCLE (you can still find it online through used book dealers or in many 2nd hand bookstores.)

and you'll be hooked both on Gertrude and Alice and the artistic era between the two World Wars!

This is my favorite biography of Gertrude Stein because it is so sympathetic to her humanity. Diana



Souhami takes the reader on a private tour of the life of Gertrude and Alice; I felt like a fly on the

parlor wall. I've reread this book a number of times and it never gets old. Love it.

I am not a scholar and I am not sure that I would have the patience to read Gertrude "dans le texte".

Yet I have a dilettant interest in these women of the first half of this century who seemed to have

had a strong influence on the Arts and Litterature (Stein/Toklas, Cones, Sitwells...). I picked up this

book by chance off the bookselves of my friends -- Liz and Jeff -- a rainy day by the Delaware River.

I not only finished it off but enjoyed it tremenduously. I found the writting interesting, detailled (what

a treat to get so many details of that era) and refreshing by its ease of access. Do read this book -- I

am now onto other Stein/Toklas books (most certainly Alice's recipes).

Oh my goodness .. if you've been 'enamored' of Gertrude & Alice for years & years, or are just

discovering them .. this is THE story of their lives together. Grab this book before it goes out of print

again !!
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